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Nixon projects
in crossfire

K.wiph«l« by Morclo LoniW

RADICAL LESBIANS from Ann Arbor
discussed their lift style with ■ predominately
female audience yesterday in a jam-packed

Student Services Forum as a part of Women's
Week activities.

WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Nixon's two top legislative projects for
the new Congress - family assistance to
reform the welfare program and sharing
of federal revenues with the states - are
caught In a potentially deadly SenateHouse crossfire.
H.R. 1, officially the first bill introduced when the House reconvenes
Jin. 21. Is expected to combine the
family assistance plan with a 10 per cent
boost in Social Security benefits.
But last year the House passed
similar legislation only to see It die in the
Senate adjournment pile-up. And Just
before the Senate adjourned Jan. 2,
Finance Committee Chairman Russell B.
Long, (D-La.) told his colleagues:
"My only regret for the last year is
that I cooperated with the scheme family
assistance to the extent I did ... If they
send that back to us again next year, I
am going to fight it as hard as I know
how."
Nixon has been promised a hearing on
hla proposal to deal the states in on
billions of dollars of federal revenue on a
noatrings basis.
But Chairman Wilbur D. Mills, (DArk.), of the House Ways and Means
Committee, who will be in charge,

reiterated that he is still firmly opposed
to the plan - both in principle and
because starting It now would Increase
government deficits already estimated
at $16 billion a year.
AND MILLS ADDED, in a telephone
interview from Searcy, Ark., that
Nixon's new tax break for business in the
form of eased depreciation rules makes it
harder than ever to accept revenue
sharing.
The depreciation changes announced
Monday are estimated to reduce
revenues - presumably increasing the
deficit - by $2.7 billion in the coming
fiscal year.
They were put into effect by administrative action and not submitted to
Congress. The Treasury's asserted right

to proceed In this way la being challenged
In a suit filed by lawyers associated with
Ralph Nader, the consumer advocate.
Long's remarks did not shut the door
to agreement on some version of welfare
reform. At one point in the complicated
Senate maneuvering over the bill that
died, he voted for inclusion of a welfare
reform section.
"We should have welfare reform..."
he said. "I want to assure the Senate that
I will do everything in my power to pass a
program that makes common sense, but
not to pass something that in my
Judgment could utterly and completely
destroy this country."
Mills said, however, the measure he
will Introduce will Include the Housepassed welfare bill with only relatively
minor modifications.

Police, students Vap'
By Jim Marino
Contributing Editor
"This University community will get
the kind of campus police department it
wants."
With those words, William Stelnfurth,
assistant director of safety and security,
kicked off a "rap session" with about 40
students from Rodgers quadrangle
Monday night.
"We're struggling with a number of
problems, which haven't been eased
lately because of the police scandal involving some of our officers and members of the city police force," he said.
Stelnfurth, and
Policewoman
Charlotte Starnes, were grilled for more
than two hours about the scandal and
departmental problems and policies.
"We're not here to duck questions,"
Stelnfurth said. "Ask away." And
atudentsdid.
"What do yon have to da to become a
campus policeman?"
"In the past, not too much. We have
men on the force who were welders,
machine operators, truck drivers. Some
transferred into Campus Security from
University
maintenance," Steinfurth
said.

"We're changing that. We want men
with college experience. We want them
to pass psychological testa, and hope to
run background checks on character and
credit ratings.
"We have some upgrading to do."
"What do your officer! think of long
hair?"
"I have to say some of our men would
stereotype you because of the way you
look. But it takes a long time to change
the attitudes people have lived with all
their lives," Mrs. Starnes said.
Stelnfurth added, "Everybody has his
own set of prejudices. Some people may
not like black socks. Yet, an officer's
personal opinions should never interfere
with his duty.
Mrs. Starnes said she met with racial
discrimination when she Joined the force
last year.
"I was told by an officer that this
department wanted a policewoman, not a
black woman," she said.
Steinfurth said, "I used stronger
language than that to the man responsible for the incident."
"What kind of education do your men
have?"
"All the officers have to go through
the 180 hours of police training at the
Ross Enrlght Police Training Acadamy

at Penta Technical College within their
first year on the force," Steinfurth said.
"Several officers," he said, "are
working on degrees, myself and Mrs.
Starnes included. Director Ssddorls is
working on his master's degree.
"Bui we can't get some of the other
men interested in going back to school
Not even with federal fund assistance
and University allowances for our personnel."
"Has a policeman here ever used his
gun, and do the campus officers know
how to ose them correctly?"
"There are four times when a
policeman has to use his gun," said
Stelnfurth.
"When the officer's life is in danger,
when the lives of innocent people are
involved, when he has to stop a felon
from escaping, and on the target range."
"I don't know of any time when a
campus policeman has fired at a student.
"Campus security men don't shoot on
the range regularly and there are no
orders demanding that they do. But,
through tradition, our officers try to
practice monthly," he said.
"How can yon make us believe your
department Is any good?"
"You know who the best investigating

AWS discusses new
constitutional changes
By Gale Bogle
Staff Reporter
To be or not to be-that is the problem
that has come up before the Association
of Women Student again this year.
But this time the proposed reformers
are coming from inside the group, according to President Lois Corcoran.
A resolution will be presented at the
next meeting which will call for postponement of elections
until a new
constitution can be written, according to
Miss Corcoran.
AWS as it exists now is fighting its old,
negative reputation, said Miss Corcoran.
"They condemn it for whatit has been in
the past," she said.
The new structure that is being
considered would involve a central
committee chosen in a campus-wide
election. There would be no set officers
on this committee, according to Miss
Corcoran.

.«?

SHE ADDED THAT the central
committee would appoint an events
committees which would take care of
projects like the Sex Information Center,
style shows or the Big Sis-Uttle Sis
picnic.
"What we're talking about la a very

flexible organization that can expand or
shrink," she said, and added that it would
move completely out of dorm government.
"The emphasis of the AWS power
structure has been toward residence
halls and it Just isn't needed today," she
said. "Any new type of organisation is

definitely not going to run your dorm."
Opposition centered around the idea
that the group should be eliminated
because it Is ineffectual and Is functions
should be distributed among various
other groups on campus.
Voting on the resolution will take
place Tuesday, Jan. 19.

body Is to prove that?" asked Stelnfurth.
"You people right here."
Mrs. Starnes said, "You may not see
us every minute of every day patrolling
the campus, but Judge us on what we do
for you when you need us."
"Who has prime Jurisdiction on the
college campus?
City or campus
police?"
"Campus police, for sure," said
Steinfurth. "When city police come on
campus, they should tell us first and be
accompanied by one of our officers.
"We don't patrol the streets of the city
and we think the city police should have
the same attitude towards us.
"We do try to work together,
professionally, and when an officer is in
trouble he can count on assistance."
"Can you search dormitory rooms
without a warrant?"
"Yes. If we have the permission of
the people who occupy the room. A
campus policeman has it easy in one
respect, in that he can an est someone
on 'information,' rather than highly
technical facts other departments must
have first.
"On such information, we'd probably
go to a room and ask for permission to
conduct a search. If it was denied us,
we'd ask the people to step out of the
room while we 'secured' it and got a
warrant for a search."
"Can a counselor search a room?"
"Only for such things as cleanliness
and firehazards and the like. He cannot
go into personal belongings." Mrs.
Starnes said.
"How can students help you?"
"There are a million ways, mostly
through giving us facts to work with in
crime-solving," said Stelnfurth.
Mrs. Starnes said, "When you see
something suspicious, take down a
description or a license number. We
need something to go on to be of service
to you."

Speakers hit abortion laws
By Cindy Soopis
Asst Editorial Editor
Only a few men could be found in the
Student Service Forum last night among
the majority of women who raised their
hands In favor of repealing Ohio's
abortion laws.
The audience was participating in a
Women's Week activity centered around
a push toward legalising abortion in the
state.
Dr. Richard Schwarts, a Cleveland
psychiatrist and chairman of the
Association for the Reform of Ohio
Abortion Laws said "20 per cent of all
children born in America are unwanted

and one out of five women have had
Illegal abortions by the time they reach
46."
DR. SCHWARTZ TOLD the capacity
crowd that 16 states have passed liberal
abortion laws and four states have
legalized abortion.
"When it comes right down to it," he
said, "the public wants legalised abortion and If they can't get an abortion
legally, they can get one illegally."
Mother of two daughters, Mrs.
Richard Schwartz lectured briefly on the
female's attitude toward legalised
abortion.

"A WOMAN SHOULD be able to
decide when she wants and child and how
many children she wants," said the
doctor's wife. "It is the women who raise
the children and it is the men who are the
theologians and the politicians who
determine the legality of abortions."
Dr. Schwarts cited the Roman
Catholic Church as "the main source of
opposition to legalized abortion."
He acknowledged the Church's right
to teach In this fashion but he also pointed
out that the majority of the American
public Is not Catholic and they "do not
support the teachings of the Catholic
Church."

OU testing
curriculum
By Chris Flowers
Staff Reporter
A phrase that is used many times by nearly every college student Is "I
wouldn't take it, except it's required."
And that required course, whether for a major or minor or group
requirement, is often either impossible to schedule or already filled.
What's even worse, after the student is finally enrolled he often finds
the class boring, less than challenging and, occasionally, a waste of
time.
THE NECESSITY of required courses, programs and even the importance of major and minors have become the target of controversy
among students, faculty and administrators across the country.
A number of colleges-Harvard, Antioch and Franconla-have Instituted programs that allow students in arts and sciences to design their
own course of study
Bowling Green is following the national trend, giving students wider
curriculum choicebyapproving the special-status privilege of arts and
science students.
The special-status privilege allows the student to design an Individualized program If his educational goals cannot be met by existing
programs.
OHIO UNIVERSITY is the first state school In Ohio to offer the
Bachelor of General Studies.
According to acting head of the University College at O.U., Dr.
McGraw, the program requires 45 hours In the general studies program,
ISO hours for graduation-one-half of which must be Junior and senior
level courses-and a 2.0 accumulative average.

First of a two-part series.
When applying for the program, the student is required to state why he
feels his academic goals cannot be achieved by the existing programs
and how the general program will benefit him.
Dr. McGraw said there are 240 O.U. students enrolled with 40 applications pending.
Although the program has attracted the "above average" student, he
said, "the program was not specifically designed for this type of
student."
HE EXPLAINED that the Board of Regents readily passed the
program because it is based on the university's successful Cutler
Program. Thla program allowed students todestgn their owncurrtculum
although it did not lead to a degree.
One student organized his Bachelor of General Studies program,
combining biology, ecology, and government courses with Instruction In
mechanics as preparation for a career in ecology.
Dr. McGraw added that the Bachelor of General Studies Is also a good
solution for the student who wants to combine fine arts with humanities
"without going either route."
Also, ha said, it is good for pre-law students since it enables them to
take a wide range of courses without being restricted by the usual pre-law
majors, such as law, political science and government.
Tomorrow BGSL's administrators speak on self-designed curriculum*.
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in short • aws
As it exists today, AWS deserves to be abolished.
That organization proudly occupies an ottlce In the
Student Services Bldg. and Is allocated $4,000 annually
from student activities fees, yet their present goals and
objectives are undefined and their services are minimal.
While the members of that organization prepare
themselves fastidiously for their social event of the yearthe AWS Style Show- service groups on campus beat their
brains out thinking of ways to earn a buck for a worthwhile
cause.
AWS plans far In advance for their "Big Sis-Little Sis"
annual fall picnic to "Introduce" freshman women to the
campus environment. By the time the picnic rolls around,
though, freshman are well-acquainted with at least most of
the people In their dorm wings, and have survived the
Initial adjustment.
Wouldn't It be better to sponsor a symposium to
familiarize the freshman women v/ith ideas of major
campus concern so they can truly get Involved?
One-fourth of AWS's budget goes for the Infamous AWS
Handbook. The organization seems to think this handy
reference manual is essential for all women on campus
because of the rules and regulations stated within. (Such
as open house policies.) If the book is so important, why
aren't male students armed with equivalents?
Any University rule or regulation that Is not common
knowledge can be readily explained by the responsible
office, (i.e. Parking Services, Student Activities, Campus
Security, etc.)
The one redeeming factor of AWS is Its Sex Information
Center. The project has been well-received and constitutes a worthwhile campus service. With more Ideas
like this, AWS could become a vital organization.
If you can't come up with any more Ideas like that,
ladies, we suggest you chuck the whole thing and hand the
Sex Information Center on to some other organization
which will perpetuate It.

trim tradition
President Hollis A. Moore, Jr., continues to be Impressive In the manner In which he adapts to the climate of
the times.
His decision to do away with his Presidential
Inauguration Is an example.
Spending $20,000 for a ceremony that Is essentially, in
Dr. Moore's own words, "anachronistic" Is indeed a
supreme waste of money.
When money Is tight-all over, and necessary programs
at the University are falling by the way-side for lack of
funds, any trimming of costly exercises that do nothing
more than preserve tradition Is well received.
But there are other areas here, within the athletic
department for instance, which could also go the way of
the inauguration.
Dr. Moore, while being thanked on the one hand, is
urged to look about him and apply the same principle to
other programs which do not serve the "mission" of
BGSU.

bic bursts-blue monday
By Rich Bergeman
NewsEdlotr

It was Monday, aa a matter of fact,
and John Joyce GUligan was an hour
away from his inaugural address.
I was nosing around the state house for
a aide-bar (that's newspaper talk for a
way to get more Ink out of what's
essentially one story) and saw this line of
people sticking out of this office.
Being the inquisitive reporter, I
inquired as to what waa up. "We're
waiting to get in and shake his hand," a
little old lady said.
Having never ever touched the hand
that rules Ohio, I deckled to step In line.
Now, about this line. This line would
put all other lines to shame. It stretched
into two offices then separated into two
lines, each winding through three of four
more office rooms, and then Anally
meeting outside this other office Into
which I could not yet see.
Thirty minutes and three offices later,
I heard this short guy up ahead (obviously a veteran of many lines) say it'd
be noon before we got in to shake "his"
hand.
That's when I started getting
suspicious. GUligan had to be outside to
be sworn in by noon, I thought.
But by then it was too late. There was
no turning back in this crowd.
It was then that I discovered my hand.
It had been In my coat pocket fondling
my Bic pen all this time when I pulled my
hand out to scratch my nose.
It was blue.
Nobody ever told me that pens, after
being out in the cold for a time and then
quickly being brought Into the warm,
react like thermometers.
So I stood there In this line staring at
the sickly bine hand that any moment
now was supposed to heartily grasp the
paw of the new governor.
Crlate!
I really didn't know what to do with
the hand so I Just rolled It up Into a flat
and stood there like it hadn't turned blue
at all.

let's hear Iron yoi
The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and opinion columns. Letters
may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial. We ask, however,
that guest columns not be written in
direct response to any other published
editorial item.
Letters should be a maximum of 300
words, typewritten. We ask that columns
be no more than four typed pages triplespaced.
The News maintains the right to edit
all submissions that exceed these limits,
with respect to the laws of libel and
proper taste.
Letters and columns should include
the author's address and phone number,
and may be mailed to the Editor, co BG
News, 106 University Hall.

our man hoppe

But then I realized that the oozing pen
waa still in my pocket-the pocket of the
coat my fiance just spent a fortune to buy
me.
I had to get rid of the dripping Bic, and
in about five minutes and a few steps
closer I had my opportunity.
I had to handle it delicately however.
If I was seen flipping this tube-like
thing into a trash basket only one office
away from the governor, I'm sure 40
security guards (having posed as handshakers while waiting for a young punk
assassin like myself to come along) would
rise from the crowd and, with nightsticks flailing wildly, descend upon my

body.
So, humming nonchalantly to myself.
I sidled up to the trash-basket and
dropped the pen in without looking.
"dank!"
Visions of a uniformed heavy
passing bread and water through iron
bars instantly popped before me. Fortunately, however, the plainsclotheamen
must not have heard.
Now I bad to figure a way to keep my
gooey hand to myself as the line pressed
onward. I looked about frantically, but
there was no way out. The only exit was
straight ahead into that last office.
And it wasn't even the governor! It

waa the new state auditor and his 27 (out
of 28, he proudly repeated to everyone)
grandchildren.
Nonetheless, I still couldn't stick my
palm into his. A state legislator, maybe,
but not the auditor.
It waa then that an opening in the line
appeared. I darted.
And I ended up in a little room with no
other door! I waa trapped.
I had to cut back into the line now and
walk past the auditor's outstretched hand
with a curt nod, my fist firmly jammed
Into my pocket.
("Obviously crippled," be must have
thought)

news LeTTers
happy women's week
excess population! And the refreshingly
Happy Women's Week! Another blow
the good life spread by Weatherman, the
at the fetters of outmoded tradition is violent and irrational style of the
economy in the good hands of the Mafia,
struck! Another glorious movement is In movement's leaders is a welcome inthe schools in 'he hands of the voters,
our midst!
fluence in the university, where so many
privacy and peace guarded by the local
Monday morning we find that a group people are looking for a way to avoid
police, and radical lesbian chapters in
of brave (but anonymous) BG sisters academic disciplines while remaining
every village and town to maintain
have liberated the BG News Boxes with students.
mental health and save the children from
their own version of the truth. Of course,
Being personally of a heterosexual
the dangers of sexism.
since women are (as we all know) and asexist bent I look forward to
irrational, soft, and mindless, this bringing up children in a world where
Dan Warfield
special women's edition Is geared to the freedom is protected by the Pentagon,
343 4 S. Prospect
tender sex: comics, little sayings to
Inspire, simple raps for those of shallow
thoughts and short attention spans,
propaganda for the simple female mind.
There is a fairly well reasoned essay,
by a male, and a hat of rational
arguments for abortion reform, but
that's all right because it's aimed at a
male legislature. This body of male
chauvinist pigs, it must be assumed, are
We live In a society composed of complexion.
unmoved by the usual techniques for
opposites, contradictions, and inselling living bras, makeup, and
consistencies. One phis one Is sometimes
women's lib.
Anna E. Sykala
three and a circle Is only round in s
It cannot be denied that women who
222 McDonald East
try to engage in the money economy .square world. A snow-flake is soon a
directly usually get screwed. And It is smudge that is easily lost beneath
trodden footprints.
true that many women (but far from all)
It's a tinsel society comprised of
in this advanced technical-industrial
papermache people who live in plastic
society are frustrated with a purely wifeplywood palaces. Part of the Pepsi
and-mother role.
generation keeps Lucite going strong.
So we should correct these Ills? Put
People are now created from a Matel
pressure on the political and economic
I have Just finished reading your
institutions responsible? No. Nothing so mold that is produced on an assembly
newspaper and I can honestly say that
line from antiquity and will later selftame and useful. The answer is radical
much of what you say is true, in fact most
destruct. The Technological Age has
lesbianism.
of it However one of corniest?) seems to
Radical lesbianism not only dispenses given rise to the Mechanical Man, who, in
me totally inaccurate. I speak of the
with the problems of women in a male fear of giving too much of himself has
picture of a bride groom captioned thus;
chosen not to give at all. What we need is
society, but it benefits all the world.
"Should a bride-to-be work as a Herts
a
machine
that
can
figure
out
why
people
Think of the potential In reducing the
girl before marriage? Yes, It gets her
don't always add up.
used to being taken for granted. And If
Everyone speaks in a venacular of
that's not perfect training for marriage
verbalizations fiat float aimlessly upon a
we'd like to knew what Is."
vacuum filled wave of vulgarities...all
I think before you say something like
strategically placed to sound fainly
that sister you had better get your shit
scholarly. The mind Is more than Just
together and think. If that's true then
another erogenous zone, but we're all maybe I'd better work for Hertz for
products of too much mental masturawhile too - remember it works two
bation and thinking becomes hazardous
ways. There are one hell of a lot of guys
to the health.
who are being hung by their wives. True,
Alice Is now residing in the Valley of
the women are used more often - but they
!he Dolls, Peter Pan is flying on pep pills, know it
Spiro Agnew wears s Mickey Mouse
I can't help but think that they were
When the applause at last dies down watchband, and Mary Poppins has lost
aware of it when they agreed to marry.
he should launch into a series of one- her umbersboot
lines, such as: "If I had any money, I'd
The bomb, over population, soaring It is definitely not right but a little
buy stocks" or "I put catsup on cottage crime rates, polution, overty and a premarital communication might have
cheese because it tastes better" or "I multitude of other societal problems take solved a problem before it began. Before
was delighted with the election results." their place in the background while we the women of this country are going to be
"liberated" you're going to have to
He then moves gracefully to a small concern ourselves with more serious
desk stage rear while Mr. Mitchell brings problems like bad breath overproductive convince all of them. I'm not presently
In the guests. After shaking hands they sweat glands and acne. It's no wonder for or against you, I'm not informed
should sit on a row of comfortable chairs
that we are slowly killing off the human enough yet; but asinine statements
on Mr. Nixon's right, legs crossed and race....but at least we will go with a certainly don't help your cause.
beaming expectantly.
Pepsodent smile, a silent thank you to the
Gary M. DeWood
The guests are the key. Those on last
manufacturers of Ban and a clear
249 Kohl Hall
week's show were, frankly, inadequate.
Miss Dickerson of PBS, while very attractive, lacks the pizazz of Zsa Zsa
Gabor. Mr. Chancellor of NBC has a
certain owlish charm, but he's not nearly
as funny aa Zero Mostel or Buddy
Hackett
An Independent Student Voice
The other two, Mr. Smith of ABC and
Mr. Sevareid of CBS, contributed only to
the general air of polite, respectful
•ditor
janes b. smith
wishy-washyness.
How far more
managing editor
glenn d. waggoner
challenging would be a master of Insult
eo,to
"•"S
'
richatd c. bergeman
like Don Rickles, Groucho Marx or
editorial editor
barbata j. jacola
William F. Buckley.
issue editor
steven I. brash
A final word about commercials.
sports editor
Harold a. brown
There is no reason Mr. Nixon couldn't
photo editor
brian I. steffens
deliver in his sincere fashion public
contributing editor
janes p. marino
service messages like, "Only YOU can
prevent forest fires!" But he certainly
copy editor
richard w. price
shouldn't lend the prestige of his office to
business manager
richard a. reiter
pushing underarm deodorants or worm
advertising manager
philip a. stickney
pills. On this type of show, that's Mr.
Mitchell's Job.
Editorial and Business Offices 106 University Hall
So there you have it, "The This about
That Show," starring relaxed,
Phone 372 2710 or 372 2819
knowledgeable lucid, witty Dick Nixon.
Remember that since the advent of
Th« SC No.. It aufclnhna' Mandoy ■ ,h,„ Friday, during th. rogulot
MKMI yaoi. and aneo • »••!■ dating tha ,„„-,., .aiiioni. „„do, authortelevision every President has sought an
ity
.1 tha Publication! Cammittaa al Bo-I.n, Ctaan Slot. Uni vanity.
interesting talk show format that would
Opiniana ovpioi.od in aditarial cartoon, at uthor column! in tha Now!
increase his popularity, i think Mr
4a nat naca.iarlly totloci tha aplniam of tha Uni.onlty Admlniatratlan
Nixon's got it at last
•acuity ar atari at the Stoto al Ohio. Oamlana aaaratiad by column,an ■■
In fact, with a good producer, a
nat n.c.natily tailed tha aglaiani al tha BO No-i. Cdnotiala la th. BO
competent director and a little more
N.-i tallact Haa apmiani al tha macanty ol raarahan a) tha BO Maun Eaieiparlenie, I way well have a President
taiial Baaa*.
who's even better than Johnny Carson.

society of opposites

women's lib

heeeeeeere's the prez!
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
Mr. Nixon gave a masterful perormance on television the other night,
'hatting in the White House library with
our broadcast journalists.
He was relaxed, knowledgeable, lucid
ind witty.
In fact he was so good my Sainted
Mother sat through the entire first hah*
Kwr thinking she was watching Johnny
'-arson. What Upped her off to her error,
Jie said, was the lack of commercials,
ihe then switched to another station.
So this format of Mr. Nixon chatting

with four guests is certainly more interesting than a long, dull Presidential
speech and at least as informative as a
Presidential press conference.
Obviously, then, in his search for
better ways of communicating with the
public, Mr. Nixon is on the right track.
But, as with any new television series,
this one has Its flaws - none, however,
that can't be remedied.
First of all, there is a crying need for
a live studio audience. What one missed
moat of all in this week's show was applause, laughter and that electric spark
of live audience provides.
Then Mr. Nixon would need an
assistant to provide a foil for his Jokes

and to warm up the audience. Attorney
General John Mitchell seems perfect.
Mr. Nixon could kid him gently about his
pipe, his waistline and his pretty chatterbox of a wife.
It would be up to Mr. Mitchell, of
course, to introduce Mr. Nixon.
"Heeeeeeeere's Dickie!" is definitely to
informal. Moreover, it suggests "Laughin." Far more preferable would be a
simple: "Heeeeeeere's the Pres!"
Mr. Nixon would then burst through
the curtains with a big grin and perhaps
either take a dignified practice swing with
an imaginary golf club orclasp both hands
over his head as he does when campaigning.

•LETS HOPE IT WORKS ON
wTuvme-itsT-

%$
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'They just don't care'

GIs see low morale
By Holder Jeesea
Anociated Press Writer
SAIGON (AP) - The U.S.
soldiers are clustered around
something they found near
their armored personnel
carriers. It looks like a mine,
and the lieutenant wants his
men to scatter.
"Break it up there! I said
move..."
The men Ignore him. The
officer is frantic.
Finally a GI turns and
gives him a cool stare. "Go to
hell, lieutenant. I found this
mine. It's mine. I gotta right
to be here."
The men continue poking at
the object with bayonets and
discover It's Just a harmless

fragment
from
an
illumination flare. They drift
away.
"I cant figure out those
guys," mutters the lieutenant.
"Morale Is so bad they Just
don't care what happens to
them."
Back at Fire Base Charlie
1, not far from the
demilitarized zone, a captain
thinks morale is "pretty damn
good." But many of his men
wear "FTA" signs on helmets
and flak Jackets or around
necks. The initials stand for
"F-the Army."
Another captain at Quanng
Tri Upsily describes life at the
muddy rear-echelon base
camp of the 1st Brigade, Sth
Mechanized Infantry Division,

Isolated pockets of high maintaining it-and we
where men make dollar bets
on what day the sun will morale still exist in some elite haven't been for the past four
combat outfits such as Marine years that I know of."
shine.
Tlngley's men tried to frag
"My morale is crappy," be snipers, volunteer Rangers,
slurs. "Were at the end of the the pilots of helicopter gun- him with five pounds of C4
supply line.
The mall's ships, and crack recon- explosive. They wounded two
always late. None of our naissance teams that take other men by mistake. The
escaped
unvehicles work. The food stinks pride in being "swift, silent, sergeant
deadly."
scratched.
and the movies are lousy,
But their gung-ho seems
"If I stood at the bottom of
Everyone is bored stiff.
"I'm sitting in the officers' over-shadowed by a general a hill and just picked 10
club. Think of the enlisted malaise among 335.000 U.S. soldiers at random, and had
troops who know they're going IS enemy on top of that hill, I
men out there."
Everywhere In Vietnam home and want to do it now. could say "We're going to take
you can find signs of in- Washington says they can't, so that hill,' and I'd have 10
subordination in the line units, they take their rage out on 'hands go up and 'F—You,
That's exactly
topelessness in the rear and officers, non-commissioned Sergeant.'
general disgust with the war- officers and sometimes what I'd get," says Thigh/.
"Our military is strictly
the way it's being fought, the themselves.
The secretary of defense, going down hill as far as
way it Isn't being fought, the
reasons for its being fought at Melvin R. Laird, got a whiff of discipline la concerned."
it on his visit to Vietnam this
"How can you discipline a
all.
week. While he said a morale man who feels he has nothing
problem exists in the ranks, he to lose?" asks medic Craig
expressed belief that only a Obserne, Baston, Pa. "What
minority show reluctance to can they do, send you to
risk danger In a war that is Vietnam?"
Osborne arrived as a
winding down.
But there are instances of private first class and now
men who tear-gassed com- he's a private, period.
manders with cs grenades, or
"Sure I was busted and I'm
"fragged" them with more proud of It. I'm a civilian, I
lethal shrapnel grenades.
don't care about rank. I joined
Mid.
So many men smoke the Army because a judge told
"It's a frightening thing to
that
Gen. me to. It can't do nothing to
be viewed as a deviant," marijuana
Crelghton W. Abrams has me, man, except give me a
another said.
"However, my strength ordered a search and destroy bad-conduct discharge and
I'd do
comes from the fact that I feel campaign against it. Other send me home.
I'm right," she went on. "I men lose themselves, and anything to go home."
Some don't wait for
can relate to all people and not sometimes die of hard drugs.
"Discipline is our biggest discharge. Several hundred
have to differentiate between
problem," says Sgt. l.C. Gene deserters hide in Saigon's
Ihi in because of sex."
Although the meeting was B. Tlngley, 37, Madrid, Iowa. back alleys, living a hand-to"Discipline has got to be mouth existence on black
originallyscheduledfor women
only,
Women's
Week maintained and we're not market earnings.
Organizers were persuaded to
open the discussion to men
after several students complained to the administration
that they were being
"discriminated against."
However, one of the
Michigan students explained
that a closed meeting had
been desired because they had
been "working and catering
and listening to men all our
lives . Now we want to listen
to each other."

Lesbians express views

on relations to all people
THIS LATE evening shot of the sun sotting on a sylvan scene was
captured by News photo editor Brian Steffens,

Arabs ok ceasebut guns still sound
By the Associated Press
Palestinian guerrillas and
the Jordanian government
signed a
new cease-fire
agreement yesterday but
barely an hour later artillery
mortars and machine guns
opened up in Jordan's capital,
Amman.
It could not be determined
immediately which side
started the shooting.
People who had ventured
on the streets in the first hour
after the cease-fire was announced scurried for shelter
and the streets were deserted
within minutes after the firing
began.
The explosion of shells and
the chatter of heavy machine
guns was echoing in the city
more than two hours after it
began.
The cease-fire was to have
ended fighting between the
guerrillas and Jordan's army,
while U.N. special mediator
Gunnar V. Jarring pressed his
peace efforts between Israel
and the Arabs in New York.
A Joint statement by the
Jordanian government and

the guerrilla command in
Amman
said
anyone
disobeying the cease-fire
would be tried as a traitor.
The order to stop the
fighting which has gone on for
five days between King
Hussein's army and the
guerrillas was signed by
Prime Minister Wasf i TeU and
Ibrahim Bakr of the Central
Committee of the Palestine
Liberation Oragnlzation.
The cease-fire was announced a few hours after a
guerrilla communique issued
in Damascus charged that
Jordanian troops moving by
tank and helicopter were
attacking commando bases
under cover of artillery
barrages.
Kuwait announced that it
was again suspending its $38million subsidy to Jordan until
Hussein's government showed
that it was standing by its
peace agreements with the
guerrillas.
Kuwait has suspended the
subsidy during the civil war in
Jordan last September and
resumed It only recently.
In Gaza, Israeli border

police saw their first action
along the occupied Strip af
Israel cracked down on increased guerrilla activity in
the area.
A police patrol wounded an
Arab resident of Gaza and
detained another after they
were caught urging Arab shop
keepers to close their stores.
A woman bystander was
wounded by a border
patrolman in Gaza City when
police opened fire on a fleeing
suspect.

By Kathy Fraze
Issue Editor
They don't hide behind the
name "lesbian." It doesn't
scare them. They wear the
name proudly as a title of their
status as human beings.
They are radical lesbians
who are trying to relate to all
people - not Just men - In
what they claim is a maledominated
world.
Condemning a society they
say teaches them to relate to
only one-half of the population
- the male half - a group of
radical lesbians from the
University of Michigan
yesterday explained their
beliefs to over 400 students
Jammed into the forum of the
Student Services Bldg.
"Radical lesbianism is
loving other women as human
beings, not necessarily in a
sexual context," one woman
explained. "It's feeling close
to women, realizing that you
yourself are a woman."
"We are told to love other
women only to a certain
point,"another said.
"But why should we have
to make a differentiation
another said, between loving
men and loving women?"

"We're living In a maledominated world trying to
understand ourselves as
women," she said. "I want to
know why I've been taught to
relate to the Intellect and
emotions of only one-half of
the population,
when my
intellect and emotions come
from the other."
The women did not
dominate the meeting; they
accepted both questions and
answers from the audience.
Asked how they adapt to a
society that has different
sexual standards than their
own, one woman explained
that the most crippling way to
respond to such a situation is
to "go underground."
To openly admit positive
lesbian attitudes enables a
/oman to deal with political
.elationships she never encountered when she fervently
tried to hide her feelings, she

LASALLE*S

Uilt be closed, for
) riv ento ry U ednes dau
3an. 13 at 2:oo

U\£i,±ZL*,

SEMIANNUAL

S. Hurok Presents
The World's Most Beloved
Choir
VIENNA
CHOIR BOYS
TOLEDO MASONIC AUDITORIUM

Mon., Tues., Jan. 18th. 19th

BARGAIN
FEAST

Curtain Tim* 8:30 P.M.
Tickets available
Box Office
Phone 893-2136

Mail ordert promptly filled
Encloi* on* ■•!( oddr«B!«d •nvalop*

Toledo Masonic Auditorium
P.O. Box 6135
Toledo, Ohio 43614

ORLON PONCHOS
Wsfkible, several coltri.

Orig. $10.00

Now $ROO

Popular Prices - $4.50, $3.50, $2.50

The brothers of Alpha Epsilon Pi
invite all interested men to
the AEPi house. Informal!

DENIM
JEANS

Moke Checks Payable To: N. L. Entertainment

SEE AND HEAR THE WORLD • FAMOUS

VIENNA CHOIR BOYS

TONIGHT
SIGMA NU RUSH PARTY
PIZZA AND BEER
7:00-11:00
ANY
INTERESTED MEN MEET
AT THE SIGMA NU 'HOUSE'

Washable, flare legs, sixes 8l«.
Orig. tT-N.

Clearance Entire Stock
Fall and Winter

NOW

$coo

5

SPORTSWEAR
Swesten, skirts, verts, Meases, slacks sad many
eyed to match skirts sad sweaters by Garland.
ether famous makers. Take year choice startlaf
Tvesday at 1:11.

OFF
"Shop Early For Best Selections"

COLORFUL SCARFS
All alias aad shapes.
Orig. $1.«-$».«•.
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Moore scraps inauguration
ByDuWarfleM
On September a, 1966, Dr.
William T. Jerome III was
formally inaugurated as the
sixth president of the
University at a cost of
00,034.91.
President Hollis A. Moore,
Jr., BG's seventh, has other
For Dr. Jerome's two-day
ceremonies, delegates from
every college and university
in the country were invited.
Sargent Shriver and General
Uuris Norstad were there to
deliver the appropriate
speeches.
Ite robed processional, in

which the delegates marched
in order of the founding dates
of their institutions, was led by
the BGSU mace, built at a cost
of 550 man-hours to increase
the school's meager collection
of traditions.
Every delegate received a
medallion to remember the
day by.
When asked what his
reaction would be to a donor
willing to foot the bill today for
a formal Inauguration for him,
Dr. Moore replied, "I would
try to talk them into spending
it for something else."
The something else he has
in mind involves the entire
month of April as a period in

which
"each
major
academic area at Bowling
Green will be encouraged to
conduct an event which will
appropriately call attention to
the present quality and future
ambitions of this University."
The trustees agreed to this
proposal Friday, and the
committee which had been
created to plan a formal
jiauguratlon Is now involved
in setting up the new program.
Dr. Lee Miesle, committee
chairman, said the "major
academic area" is not intended to be restrictive. "We
want suggestions from the
campus of things to include,"
said Dr. Miesle.

He said suggestions were
welcome from "any department, any student, anybody
with something to offer," and
that the committee would
rather not work in isolation.
Dr. Thomas Klnney, associate
professor of English, Is taking
suggestions for the committee.
The group Includes three
faculty members, two undergraduates, one graduate
student, and representatives
from the administration, staff,
alumni, trustees,
local
business community, and
branch and academic centers.
They hope to have plans
nailed down by the middle of

February.
Already tentatively
scheduled in April are a
geology symposium and an art
show. The premiere of a new
play by John Scott, BG
playwright-in-residence, baa
been scheduled for April to
coincide with the other activities.
The traditional approach to
noting the arrival of a new
president, flamboyant
ceremonies like former
President Jerome's
inauguration, is being drooped
for several reasons, primarily
financial considerations and a
desire on Dr. Moore's part for
more relevant ceremonies (or
anti-ceremonies).
Dr. Moore questioned the
accuracy of the 620,000 figure
PRESIDENT WILLIAM T. JEROME was inaugurated on Sepdied by the University report
tember 23, IMS, at a cost to the University of $20,034.91. Dr. Moor*
aa the cost of Dr. Jerome's
has decided to forego his inauguration as the seventh president
ceremonies.
because ho fools the money can bo better spent on othor activities.
"The food bills at the Union
alone," be said, "would make
a good annual salary." He
said that he does not mean to
aaurn traditions - the mace
would not be mothballed, and
there were no current plans to
dispense
with
commencement.
Beyond financial concerns,
Dr. Moore stated that the
FT. BENNING, Ga. (AP) - in the area, why didn't he stop by Calley who went away for
mood of the times is different, One of Lt. William L. Calley all the killing?" Meadlo asked about 14 minutes.
and that the traditional Jr.'s platoon members plaintively.
O. Did you think they were
ceremony is not as ap"I received my orders going
testified yesterday that he
to
attack?
propriate as it might have went into My Lai afraid even from Lt. Calley that Capt.
A. I assumed every minute
been five years ago.
babes Is arms would attack Medina was there and I they were going to attack.
He wants to maintain the him.
assumed it was with his okay. That was all that was on my
goal of presenting the
"They might have been Capt. Medina could have mind. I didn't know. They
University as it is today and to
fully loaded with grenades, stopped right then all the might have had a chain or a
"communicate what rind of their mothers put on them," killing, but he didn't."
little piece of string or
University this administration said Paul David Meadlo, a
Meadlo said after the something they might have
baa in mind."
former soldier who said he villagers had been herded to pulled and all they had to do
But he said that few people
stood with Calley emptying 10 the trail intersection, he and was make one little movement
are Interested in the whole
to IS full magazines of bullets others were left to guard them and blow us up."
Institution. "We would get into civilians in the South
more visitors to a series of
Vietnamese village.
symposiums, art exhibits,
Calley is on trial for the
plays, or whatever else we do murder of 102 undefended
than
to
a
simple
civilians - people who Meadlo
inauguration," he explained.
said went to their deaths
Dr. Miesle and Dr. Moore without any attempt to flee.
both spoke of a series of events
On Monday, Meadlo
Although there are still
which would not put a heavy described Calley as "a man
Paulsen.
strain on the University
There have been no
doing his duty and doing his unauthorised parties and
budget. They expressed more Job," saying the troops were empty beer cans in some complaints from Bowling
interest in reaching people under orders to destroy the halls, students have calmed
Green citizens, University
down and obeyed the new students, or the state
both inside and outside the
village.
University than in holding an
"Nobody wants to take a drinking codes sensibly, ac- legislature since the law was
impressive ritual elegant only human being's life," Meadlo cording to Fayetta Paulsen, passed. The only interference
associate Dean of students.
t» people interested in the
came when a state liquor
said matter of factly.
entire
University
and
The
October
2 official visited the campus to
He said Capt. Ernest I..
academicians.
Medina, the company com- authorization by the Board of inform University officials of
state beer and liquor laws.
"It is an opportunity," said mander, walked by a trail Trustees allowing students to
Permitting drinking in the
Dr. Miesle, "to make a intersection where ■ to 50 drink alcoholic beverages in
positive statement about the people were killed and said the campus dormitories has dorms was a move on the part
been
a
successful
University
of the University to satisfy a
University at a time when it Is nothing.
"With all the bodies laying policy thus far, the dean said. trend, said Dan Paulsen.
badly needed."
The new drinking ruling,
"Probably about SO per
giving students the op- cent of the students drank
Petitions Available
portunity to have beer and beer before they came to
other alchoholic drinks in college. We thought the new
Fer
their rooms, has caused only ruling could work without
"a
couple
of
minor interfering with the rights of
violations," said Dean other people," she added.

Platoon momber expresses
fear of entering My

Alcohol code successful

Rare Earth performs Feb. 2?
Ye Old Pizza Pub
Formerly Petti's Alpine ROOM
Open Monday Thru Saturday At Five

SPECIALS

Motown's Rare Earth will
appear Feb. 21 at Memorial
Hall.
The group went all the way
to the number two spot on the
nation's record charts with
their recent single, "Get
Ready."
From a successful blending

of
various
forms
of
progressive Jazz, hard rock,
funky blues and a combination
of various other elements,
Rare Earth has derived its
own distinctive touch.
Tickets for the concert go
on sale this Wednesday. They
are priced at 62.90, 63, and
63.50.

rtist'g Series Presents"

GIORGIO TOZZI

Bass • Baritone
8:00 PM January 17 University Union
Tickets On Sale Union Ticket Office
Wednesday thru Friday
Student S1.25
Adults Sl.SO

on campus says dean

Student Body Representative

Block Student Union

To The Board Of Trustees

MEETING THURSDAY
NIGHT

DUE JANUARY 15
Stop in and Say Hello To
John., our new ass't Manager.
Me'll greet you with a big surprise.

7:00

P.M.

105 Hoiu

Attoitioi All Initiated Members
Of Sigma Toe Delta

s0^6

Organizational Meeting

SPECIAL

Wed. Jan. 13
4*30 p.m.-202 U.H.

8 Pack Of 16 oi Coke For 99*

ZEKE
TEKE

GODARD

THE

'Sympathy for m\Devil (1+1)"

CONGRATULATES

"A song of revolution
unlike any that's ever been sung
sheer genius."
-Morgenstern, NEWSWEEK

Nail & Joan on Their Marriage
Stave & Sue on Their Pinning
John & Gina on Their Pinning
Phil & Kathy on Their Engagement
Art & Cathy on Their Pinning
Rick & B«cky on Their Engagement
Lorry & Jeanie on Their Pinning
Ron & Cherl on Their Marriage
Doug & Lit on Their Pinning
Tim & Jan on Their Engagement
Bill & Jo Ellen on Their Engagement

"A movie experience
of major importance."
-Conby, NY. TJMES
January 13-16
201 Hayes Hall
8 and 10 SI.00
Middle Class Youth

i

i
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Court grants Ali hearing,
refuses Hoffa case review

Ataociot*4 Praai W,,«ph«to

' "WHAT AM I doing in thto cagtf" That's
what this camel from Now York's Control
Park Zoo seems to be saying as he looks out

at the curious creatures who came to visit
him Sunday.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Supreme Court gave heavyweight boxer Muhammed Ali
chance Monday to upset his
draft conviction but turned its
back on James R. Hoffa, the
Jailed president of the
Teamsters Union.
In granting a hearing to
Ali, also known as Cassius
Clay, the court cleared the
way for him to fight champion
Joe Frailer for the title in
March in New York. The bout
h expected to be the richest in
ring history, bringing in upwards of $7 million.
The result for Hoffa is that
he faces an added five-year
prison term and must look to
the parole board if he Is to be
flee to fight for retention of
the presidency of the world's
largest union.
The justices said they
would consider whether Ali
was entitled to exemption
from the draft as a religious
conscientious objector. The
government has said his
objections to the Vietnam war
are political and racial and
therefore no grounds for an
exemption.
Hoffa, meanwhile, was
tamed down in his quest for
review of his 1964 conviction in
Chicago on charges of
fraudulently obtaining loans
from the Teamsters pension
fund. The court did not state

Harvard fo face

its reasons.
The 57-year-old union
leader went to prison In March
1967 to serve an eight-year
sentence for Jury tampering.
The pension-fraud conviction
adds five years to Hoffa's
prison term.
However, he could be
released from the federal
penitentiary at Lewisburg,
Pa., at the end of March if a
parole board rules In his
favor.
Hoffa chances to continue
as president of the 2-milUonmember union appear to
depend on whether he is out of
prison by the time the
teamsters hold their convention in July.
If Hoffa remains in prison
it is believed likely that the
acting president, Frank E.
Fitzsimons, will be elected
president.
In a third action, the court
agreed to rule on the authority
of customs inspectors to
order Americans entering the
country to submit to a search
for narcotics,.
This gives the Justice
Department a chance to upset

a ruling by the U.S. Circuit
Court in San Francisco 'the
inspectors must show more
than an "aroused suspicion"
to order citizens to disrobe.
The case concerns Sandra
Johnson, a Los Angeles store
clerk, who was convicted of
carrying heroin into the
country in her underpanues.
The Circuit Court held the
search, ordered by a customs
inspector with 27 years' experience, was bVM on "mere
suspicion" Or therefore
Invalid.
In a unanimous voting
decision, the high court effectively struck down literacy
testa that had barred three
million to four million
Spanish-speaking citizens
from balloting In 19 states.
A Mississippi civU rights
worker was granted a
hearing, meanwhile, on a
contempt conviction imposed
by a Judge two years after the
black worker had appeared
before him.
The Ali, customs, and
contempt cases are likely to be
heard by the high court in
April, with decisions expected

by the end of June.
In other actions:
-Al Salerno and Bill
Valentine, two baseball
umpires who claimed they
were fired by the American
league for union activities,
were refused a hearing, 6-1, on
dismissal of their damage
suits.
Their
appeal
had
challenged
organized
baseball's exemption from
federal antitrust prosecution.
-Victims of the 1969 Santa
Barbara oil spillage were
turned down, 7-0 in their bid to
halt further drillings In the
California channel.
-The court unanimously
dismissed an appeal that
sought to restore the taxexempt
status
of
30
Mississippi private schools
involved in a segregation
dispute.
-The court struck down, 81, a Georgia law that allowed
workers covered by union
contracts to revoke checkoff
at will. Georgia is one of the 19
states that have "right-towork" laws.

ATTENTION STUDENT
EDUCATION MEMBERS
Come to the meeting Wednesday Evening at

financial troubles

6:15 in the Dogwood Suite of the Union.
Students who taught in Brazil will be showing

CAMBRIDGE. Mass
(AP)-Derek Curtis Bok,
named Monday as Harvard
University's new presidentwill
face growing
financial
troubles and demands for
more
student-faculty
government power when he
takes over in June.
Bok, 40, presently dean of
the Harvard Law School, will
succeed Dr. Nathan M. Pusey,
In office since 1952, who is
retiring in June. Pusey announced his resignation last
February after Harvard was
wracked by a series of student
demonstrations which included forcible ejection of
several deans from their offices.
As president, Bok will be
confronted by many of the
same problems facing other
heads of colleges and
universities.
Not the least of these is the
financial problems even
though Harvard is the most
richly-endowed
of
all
American colleges.
The
school has a total enrollment
in the college and graduate
schools of more than 15,000
and a faculty numbering
nearly 7,500.
In his annual report last
year, Pusey told the Board of
Overseers that costs were
rising and income was harder
to obtain. In addition, he said,
getting federal funds was an
increasingly
competitive
situation at a time when
universities and colleges were

declining in public favor.
Harvard is also 'facedi with
increasing demands from
student and faculty groups for
more power in governing of
the university.

slides and discussing their experiences.

ALL EDUCATION
MAJORS WELCOME

Gil theft s.spect
pleads lot guilty
to larceiy charge
John L. Huston, one of four
Toledoans charged with the
theft of 11 rifles from Hayes
Hall on Dec. 4, pleaded not
guilty in Common Pleas Court
yesterday.
The four men, three
identified as Black Panthers,
were indicted on charges of
breaking and entering and
grand larceny by the Wood
County Grand Jury last week.
Huston's trial was set for Feb.
8.
Attorneys for Alfred Fields
and Larry McClelland were
granted continuances until
Wednesday, Jan. 20, by Judge
Floyd CoUer. The lawyers
claimed that the speed with
which
the
trial
was
progressing
could
be
detrimental to their clients.
The presence of a
uniformed deputy at the door
of the courtroom was also
questioned.
Defense attorneys claimed the deputy
made the climate of the roam
oppressive and said they
would file a motion to have
him removed.

.ghiwacJ

Days

iifi>§>luu*

Prices Slashed in Every Department in the Store.

SAVE
IF
YOU HAVEN'T BEEN
CONTACTS) YET....

To return the attached card to insure that your portrait will appear
in the yearbook.
Simply complete and mail the attached schedule within three days.
Place an "X" where you have free hours to be photographed. Your
portrait appointment will be individually tailored to the free times
you indicate on the attached qtrd.

Coll BBM Co. 352-7780 Sot. till 5 P.M.
327 S. Men Si. Moi.ltic Poinl Blda.

Well do the rest! Approximately one week before your sitting you
will receive a confirmation of your appointment with all details.

WORLD STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION
TONIGHT
7:00 P M International Center
Everyone Invited

RETURN TO
310
STUDENT
QUESTIONS CALL
3-2656

SERVICE

Please place an "A" in all Iree hours.
Wednesday
Monday
Tuesday
9:00-10:00
10:00- 11:00
11:00-12:00
12:00- 100
1:00- 2:00
2:00- 3:00
3:00- 4:00
4:00- 5:00
Pitt* Print
School Nan ■

BLDG.

Thuriday

Friday

No
Cilv

SHOES
OR WHATEVER...
During Tightwad Days
Save 30°/o - 50°fo - 65°/o
Starts January 2
Limited Time Only
Shop Early for Top Selection
What a way fa use your U. Shop Charge Card/

Itt

"Name

The brothers of Alpha Epsilon Pi
invite all interested men to
the AEPi house. Informal!

JEANS
OUTERWEAR
FLAIRS
SWEATERS
RAINWEAR

YOUR YEARBOOK STAFF
urges you ...

Dots Yoir Typewriter Need A Ribboi
Or Dots Ytir Ribboi Need A
Typewriter?

GENERAL MEETING

LIKE NEVER BEFORE!

Sine!
State

*

I*.

ImWrflttl}

Phone 3525165

Zio

Phnnc

STORE HOURS: 9:00 A.M.-6:00 P.M. MOIVthrfc
Student Charge Accounts

LAST CHANCE

532 E W00STER
53ZS,
WUUiltN

FOR

APPOINTMENT I
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Witness blames gunships
FT. McPHERSON, Ga.
(AP)- A soldier who served as
an artillery adviser at My Lai
told the court-martial of Sgt.
Charles Hutte yesterday that
persons fleeing the village
wars tired on by gunshlps.
Sgt. Dennis R. Vasquez
also testified that artillery
rounds were dropped onto the
western edge of the village to
prepare It for an assault by
Charlie Company troops.
Hutte, accused of assault
with Intent to murder at least

six civilians at My Lai, was
with the company as a
machine gunner assigned to
the 2nd Platoon.
Vasquez did not estimate
the number of rounds fired
into the village but said there
were among 120 howitzer
shells fired at a helicopter
landing rone before the troops
landed and toward the
periphery of My Lai.
Vasquez, the fourth witness
to testify for the defense, was
asked if he could observe

troops snooting at persons in
the village. He said he was
riding In a helicopter as an
observer but that tall trees
screened the village from
view.
He said that the only
persons he could see, except
for U.S. troops, were running
from the village.
Vasquez
was
asked
whether he felt the mission
went as planned.
"The over-all Impression I
get," he said, "was that it was

completely successful as far
as the hierarchy was concerned."
Col. Kenneth Howard, the
military Judge, asked if It
appeared to have been a
standard search and destroy
mission.
"Yes, sir," snswered
Vasquez.
He said that from the air he
could see about 200 bodies on
trails leading into the village.
Another defense witness, S.
Sgt. L. G. Gacon, testified that

Apollo crew begins isolation
as moon launch date nears
CAPE KINNBDY, Fla.
(AP) - The Apollo 14
astronauts were limited to
contact with 112 persons here
Monday as they began a 21day medical isolation to
minimize exposure to disease
or Illness mat could delay
their Jan. 31 launching to the
moon.
The isolation, In effect for
the first time on a manned
flight, was an attempt to avoid
a repeat of the Apollo 13
situation in which all three
crewmen were exposed to

German measles and one had
to be replaced hours before
launching last April.
Apolio 14 crewmen Alan B.
Shepard Jr., Stuart A. Roosa
and Edgar D. Mitchell and
their backup team will be
restricted to three areas at the
Kennedy Space Center.
These are their crew living
quarters the training building
and the «lunch pad. They
spent much of Monday In
spacecraft simulators in the
training building.
They also will make one or

STA&1VM

(Cifjejjal)
- NOW SHOWING
Eve. at 7:20, 9:30 Sat. & Sun. Mat. 2, 3:35, 5:20

A MOTORCYCLE EPIC!"-«.**,„*..

two trips to nearby Patrick
Air
Force
Base
for
proficiency flying the Jets
planes. Their movements are
carefully controlled so they
don't contact unauthorized
person.
The 112 persons designated
to work closely with the
spacemen mostly are training
and launch team personnel.
Many will have minimal
contact and some none at all
unless necessary. On past
Apollo
missions,
the
astronauts have associated
with about 800 people at the
space center and countless
others outside the base.
The primary contacts all
have provided detailed
medical histories, submitted
to extensive physical exams
and have been immunized
against 10 common diseases,
as have the astronauts.
School
officials and
physicians in the Cape Kennedy area have been given a
list of the 112 and their

families to help detect any
potential disease carrier.
The wives of the astronauts
will be allowed to visit them in
the crew quarters a day or two
before launch, but their
children will be barred
because of the prevalence of
disease In schools.
The children will be able to
talk with their fathers through
a glass partition equipped
with an intercom system, as
will scientists, NASA officials
and others who are not
primary contacts.
Rooms in the crew quarters and training building
have been fitted with special
are filters at a cost of f 160,000.
They are the type used In
hospital operating rooms.
A medical center Is
manned 24 hours a day, not
only for the astronauts but
also for any of the primary
contacts who feel they may
have been exposed to anything
they might transmit to the
crew

t

TO
DO
TOD8Y
ADVISORY BOARDS
All students interested in
working on departmental
advisory boards sign up for
interviews today through
Friday-405 Student Services.
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PI OMEGA PI

Will feature Prof. Orel
Callahan speaking on "The
Sociology of Sociology" at 4

Will meet at 6 p.m. In the
Perry-Croghan Room of the

Ol 7:15 end 9:00
Sol and Sun at

WATCH FOR
Little rauss and Rg Haky
are not your fathers he roes.

"FIVE EASY PIECES"

STAfrlVM

SWEDEN'S MOST FAMOUS WOMEN
TOGETHER FOR THE FIRST TIME!
THE YEARS BIGGEST SHOWI

MKHAaiPOUARD &
Little Fauss and
BKHA15Y
i» Auarr s.
MBit

I
I

(Hi Kill: Ger.
67 Mr. Carney.
GoTyrf.
DOWN
1 Mull
beverages.
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Solution to Yesterday's Puzzle

CRYPTOGRAM — By Lois Jones
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Union. Key pictures will be
taken.

Will meet at 6:1$ p.m. in
the Dogwood Sulfe of the
Union. Teaching in Brazil will
be presented. Slides will be

C (HIKING

A W K

S K G E

A COO KING.

Yesterday's cryptogram: This weather Is raw.

open to everyone.

shown.

FRENCHCLUB

OSEA

Will meet at 6:30 p.m. in
the Cardinal Room of the
Union for a bull session and
help in French for those who
have trouble learning It. It's

CONTRACT BRIDGE
LESSONS
Begin tonight from 7 to 9 in
the Wayne Room of the Union.
Phone 372-2343 or go to the
UAO for reservations.

MIDDLE CLASS
YOUTH
Will present "Sympathy
for the Devil," a film by JeanLuc Godard, starring the
Rolling Stones at 8 and 10 p.m.
in 201 Hayes Hall. Admission
isll.

CLASSIFIED
SUMMER EUROPE 1117CAMPUS REPRESEN
TATTVES-opportunlnea for
studenta k educ. staff of your
University or Univ. group to
obtain low-coat travel to
Europe. Roundtrlp prices as
low ai 1117 for minimum
group of 40 Call Unl-Travel
Corp., Transatlantic airlines'
agent 16171 5090X7. 12 Pine St.
Swampacott. Maaa. 01907

call 353-OHO or 3544X1 after 5

LOCAL COUNSELLOR
WANTED: Abortion referral
Ride Needed to Penn State or service needs local counEast along Rt so, Almee J- sellors to aid fellow studenta In
MM
obtaining aafe. legal abortions
In New York State. Psych of
2 need ride to Miami Call Rlcn Social Work major desired.
MM
High earning potential.
Please write giving brief
Wish to share commuting background and a short
expenses to and from Toledo paragraph describing why you
daily, area of Monroe and think you qualify for this
Detroit sis.. Call 3544X3
position
Give phone no.
where you can be reached.
B U S I N E'S S
O P - SUITE 1107, 545 FIFTH
PORTUNITIES
AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
10017
if you know newspaper layout
and are looking for a Job, the Recorder players wanted, also
Newa Sports Dept. needs you. other medieval musicians, to
Contact Harold Brown, sports play for dance class Ph 353editor, 101 University Hall
M

Large Basement apt for rent
Inquire 300 W. Poe Rd

RIDES
Hide needed Eul as tar as
Harrisburg, Pa. On Friday
Jan. IS. Can leave anytime
Friday. Please Contact Carl.
SAE House 372-3330
Ride needed to Buffalo, N.Y.
this weekend Call 2-3010

WBGU-TB
NEEDS
A
COUPLE TO appear in a onehoar COLOR FILM that the
station Is producing (or March
release to the State-Wide
Public Television Network.
The couple must be 1) Attractive, and 1) Dance well
together AUDITIONS AND
INTERVIEWS will be held in
the WBGU-TV STUDIO (one
block South of Founders on
Troupe Ave) on WEDNESDAY. JANUARY 13.
between 700 and 900 p.m
NO
APPOINTMENT
NECESSARY For More
INFORMATION and to
Validate that this FANTASTIC
OPPORTUNITY
FOR WSTANT FAME is
Straight Call Mr. Bird at
CHANNEL 7», S71-X7S

E... - "FANNY" - ol 7:25 G "IGNA" ol 9.30
S«. 1 Sun. Mot. "FANNY" ol 2: IS - "IGNA" - ot 4, 6

MARIE
UIJECKHL

Candidates for the
March graduation are
reminded to place their
order for cap and gown
rental at the University
Bookstore in the Student
Services Building at
their earliest convenience. No cash is
needed at the time the
measurements ire
taken.
Graduation
announcements will be
available about two
weeks
prior
to
graduation. They are
priced at 20 cents each.

64 Kind of hat.
65 Bush.

22 Faux pas.
24 Sheepish
smile.
25 Persian
gazelle.
28 Too highminded to
stoop.
30 Th.11 coin.
33 Many-legged
insect.
36 Knvelop.
38U.S.S.R. has
one in
Washington.
39 IliivinK more
foliage.
41 Gay.
42 Viiil.il ions
rivals.
44 Dance: Fr.
45 Love.
4(1 Formerly.
47 Orangutans.
50 Tell the
whole truth:
colloq.
53 Gift.
56 King
Arthur's
island.
00 Kmbrace.
61 Operatingroom clean.

n

2, 3:30. 5:30. 7:20 9:

TORAI TORAI TORAI" - "GIRL IN MY SOUP"

to take ordtfs
for caps, gowis,

Ride needed to Pitta. Eileen 2

NOW
SHOWING

'U5VE STORY" - "OWL AND THE PUSSYCAT"

Bookstor. sat

20 Tap.
21 Wife of
Ulysses.

62 French
summer.
03 River in
Scotland.

RED CROSS
COMMITTEE
Will meet at 6 p.m! in 303
Women's Bldg.

SOCIOLOGY
COLLOQUIUM

he was with the 1st Platoon
during the assault.
He said he saw no persons
killed in the village and saw no
bodies.
Bacon said that after his
squad set up on the edge of the
village, he saw an armed man
in a uniform run from My Lai.
"We fired at the man but
missed him," he said.
Yesterday's testimony
came after a psychologist
described Hutte, 22, of
Tallulah, La., as being incapable of forming the intent
to murder My Lai civilians.
His testimony was heard
Monday.
A picture of
Hutte's
personality was sketched by
Dr. Norman Reichenberg of
Miame after Magill said that
his client shot civilians but
held that Hutte entered the
village "clear of any Intention" to kill.

p.m. in the Alumni Room of
the Union. Open to the public.

7 Ice cream
holder.
8 Source of
vitamin C.
9 Heavenly
doorkeeper.
10 July 4th
sound.
11 At the
summit.
12 Reveal.
14 Verge.
19 Common
Eastern
name.
21 Egg on.
23 Heeded.
38 Bitter.

By Sophie Fierman
ACROSS
1 Fine fellow:
colloq.
4 In favor of.
7 Steal: si.
10 Pat.
13 Roman
church.
15 Crude metal.
16 Greek letter.
17 Learned.
18 Swimmer.

48 Crony.
49 Highbrow
musical
27 Irrational.
piece.
29 Brush for
51 Turn inside
silk hats.
out.
31 Over —.
52 Spree.
32 Short and
53 Formal
anapny.
public
34 Beach-goer's
assembly.
goal.
54 Hep.
35 One who:
55 Churchill's
surf.
symbols.
36 Sheepish
57 Facial
cry.
features.
37 Astern. •
40 London lift. 58 HodgeGdge.
43 Beauty
ck.
mark.
01 Baden45 Stage
Baden.
whispers.

5 Slum houses. 26 Medical
suffix.
6 United.

\J£J£JLJEJ

IN

W-.1—;
exes JSJBJHJftBL •— - ^NMWKt

Starts Friday January 15
South Pacific

Typing done In my home.
Bookreporta. theses, any
thing, experienced typist. I
edit (or spelling and punctuation
Perrysburg Phone
1744*56

FOR SALE OR RENT
Trailer to share:
1 Male.
Maure T.C. Now all April 15,
351-5632 or George 202 1..S.B.
To Sublet-Sprlng and Summer Quarters-1 bedroom
furnished apartment Call 3517404
alter
4
Efficiency apartment 5 miles
north of BG available Feb. 1
175 per month 3514395
3 bedroom furnishedapartraefrl
available Immediately 3-4
students US per mo.
Apartment for sub-lease
Winthrop Terrace, fesadlate
Occupancy.
Call after
five .3544513
Will sub-lease apartment 1
bedroom furnished married
couple preferred Call 153-9454
F. rmmate needed Varsity Sq
354-7X1

'.Vented: Married Studenta
WANTED:
GIRL FOR need 1 bdrm apt for spring
Cooking and Cleaning Call 353- quarter. Urgent! Call 371-1191
01*1
One girl needed to share apt
Equal Employment Op- wkttarand or spring quarter
portunity part-time youth Phone 3SJ-T79I after •
counselor position available
for WSOSCAC neighborhood Apartment available (or one
yeeth corp project For in- male neer campus NOW 353formation and application call 17*1
XI MM or writs. 414 Lime
Sweet Fi era eat
FEMALE
ROOMATE
NEEDED 137.50 per month

1 girl needed for apt Call 35231M
Private room for woman
kitchen priviledgea 352-7650
before 11 p.m.
Female roommate wanted at
Wlnthrop Apartments Ph.
352-0922 after 4:30

SHU available 3 4 4 man
apartments for immediate
rental. 400 Napoleon Rd. 3545771 also taking deposits for
summer rentals 1-4 men apts.
WANTED:
One Male
Roommate with apt or willing
to rent one. Ken 354-1443

Yashica 35 mm camera f. 1.4
lena-TL Super 1150-3544915
For Sale walnut table and 1
cane bottom chairs 135 Chest
115 Call 353-2003
Selling Used Sebner Clarinet
Vey Good Condition 371-1X3
GET YOUR CYCLES FIXED
BEFORE SPRING! Cycles
Unlimited-Garage Behind IB
S. Enterprise-Free Estl ate
Repair aU Bikes, Choppers
Created a Painted-Jimmy
Lambert Owner
Test Drive s New Vega-Call
Sara Courtney 351-7X4 NO
OBUf.ATION-Jiut Take A
Drive

2 glrla need apartment spring
atr Call 3-40N

Delus Peraonallied Splro
Agnew badges 75 cents.
Zodiac match covers 50 cents.
Limited Supply Send to PO
Bos 5. Perrysburg. Ohio 41551

Stereo componentt«-aony amfm receiver-B S.R turntableRecUlinear speakers-coat
1450. 1 months ago. Inquire
Greenvlew apt. no 33

FOR SALE:
AusUn-Healy.
327 cu. in. cam. Solids. Del
crank, Borg-Warner 4 speed,
cut k bal. chevy rear. 13M E.
Wooater or Larry Bishop

BEYOND THE ORDINARY
Custom Engagement RUM by
PHILIP MORTON Contemporary Jewelers 112 W.
Wooater

Darren: Happy Anniversary
A Year and Two Days Late (?)
Love. Cindi
Becky-belated
congratulations on your
avaliering to Dan-Deb

IMS Deluxe Zig Zag sewing
Machine Psld J3O0 will eel
for SIX. Ph. 3534035 after 3

Congrats to Chris k Dottle on
your DU Pinning. Way to go
stud! Jim a Betty

WANTED A FLUTE for leas
than ISO call BARB 3524211

"In Like" turns to "crunch"
"Ouch" turns to Love AND
now, A Pin to Prove It!
Congratulations Anns k Jim.
Nancy. Linda k Susan

M In. Zenith b-w TV, excellent
condition. 3514114
•THY PAY LUXURY PRICES
FOR your favorite make
camera. BGSU Importer of
Hong Kong's most sought
after photographic equipment
and see the unbeatable
savings offered Guarantaea.
taxes, mailing ccea all Included. Call 3514132 Boon!
WALL MASKS from HAITI
Handmade Mahogany US.
Ph. 3514701
70 Maverick-eaeume ISHno.
peymenta pats 1500 3TMB4
days, leave messages for John
Mustang red hdtp. purchased
3-1M7; Ml 4 barrel«, 4 apd. G.
car. MOM Ph. MMM7

Marketing Club MeetingSpeaker from Cooper TireFlndlay. Tuesday. Jan. 19.
730 p.m. Life Science Bldg.
Key Pictures will also be
taken.
Congratulations to Brother
Bruce Buaogany for being
selected into Anteana. Greek
Honorary The Brothers of
Kappi Sigma
Will Mias You KAREN
Harmon
303
DAD'S DAY PERFORMERS-Plcturea Availbe from the
show. 50 cents copy-Sign up
In UAO office until Jan. Xtk
Pines Roller Rink. 3XS. Main
open Friday,
Saturday
eveninga 7:30-10:3". Saturday
and Sunday matinee 2-t pjn.;
Sunday evenings 74 p.m
Special Group Ratee.. .Ph. 352-

PERSONALS

ENDIAN PRINTS Imported
Bedspreads, dressee, skirts,
shirts. 443 N. Enterprise 3525963

1968 Triumph GT4 Pretty
Good Shape Call 3534114

birth of their baby boy. Eric,
and to Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Waldo Ingram HI on the birth
of their baby daughter Lisa.
The Brothers of Sigma Chi

DEADLINE DATE FOR
INKSTONE B.G.'s Literary
Magazine Has Been Extended
to Feb. l Send all Submissions to Nl-Unlversity
Hall
The Brothers of Delta Tan
Delta Congratulte Bob Topsxl
on ha initiation into Anteans
Gamma Phi Beta-Thanks for
s most heavy tea. Delta Tau
Delta
FRIDAY JAM THIS WEEK,
BOAR'S
HEAD
INN,
STADIUM PLAZA 11 p.m.4
Smltty's and Hand Shop, 325
N. Grove; Open 94 Mon-Sal 4
«4 p.m. Men k Fit.
CongratulaUom to Mr. and
Mrs. Michael T Rlteaa a. taw

PHI MU HOPE MARATHON
WANTS GOOD STUDENT
TALENT AUDITIONS JAN.
21. 7-9 GRAND BALLROOM
AND JAN. B. 1-4 DOGWOOD
SUITE
APACHE-Our Papoose la
scheduled to Arrive April 10.
Hope you can make it Home
for the celebration
DAIRY TWIST PIZZA Open
9e.m. to 1 a.m. FREE
DELIVERY AFTER • p.m.
II. .minimum.. .3544933
Give a damn about your environment!
Attend the
meeting of LIFE Eco-AcOonThursday. Jan. 14-Rm 111
Life Set. Bldg. 1:30 p.m
Persona are available Call 22011 Counseling Center, X*
Student Servces
The
Geta's
wish
to
congratualte Donkey ar.d
Lynn on their recent marriage
DO YOU LABEL YOURSELF
CONSERVATIVE?
COME
TO YOUNG AMERICANS
FOR FREEDOM MEETING:
Wayne Room, I pm Suney,
Jan,
IT.-.
Thanks to men of KOHL and
ROGERS PENT-HOUSE far
your great support! Keep it
up!
Varsity
Hockey

I
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#195 may top 1971 draft
WASHINGTON (AP) Lottery number 195 may
*• to be the upper limit in the
1971 draft just as it was in 1970

Dirtctor to defer
■•■'s applications
by JaMary 22
Applications for men
wishing to enroll in next
September's freshman class
here will be deferred beginning January 22 according to
admissions director Jonn W.
Martin.
The University began
deferring applications from
women students October 26.
The Admissions Office
received 3,250 applications
from prospective male
students but can only accept
1,800 as 1971 faU quarter freshmen.
Students who apply after
January 22, Martin said, may
apply for admission for the
summer quarter and, if
successful, may return to the
University in the spring of
1972.

AtMciafad ?#•■• Wlraphoto

A DlE-HARD golfer ignores the skaters on
the pond last weekend at the leth hole of

Gilligan receives
Nixon telegram
COLUMBUS (AP) - Uov.
John J. Gilligan, an hour late
for work his first day,
received a telegram of good
wishes from President Nixon
and wasted no time moving
into the administrative arena
yesterday.
He indicated he feels there
is some merit to a question
before the Ohio House Rules
Committee that would extend
secrecy privileges to some
committee meeting.
Gilligan, who danced past
midnight at his inaugural ball,
said his first day would be
mostly orientation. He entered the office, trailed by 14
• newsmen,
was
handed
telegrams from Nixon and
Vice President Spiro T.
. Agnew, and murmured over a
\ message pinned to a bouquet
of roses.
The Nixon telegram noted
I '. 'that "inauguration day is a
' 'time of beginning and hope,"
while Agnew's message said
he looked "forward to working
with you and your fellow
governors."
Gilligan had a light agenda
his first day - a meeting with

officers of the Retail Clerks
Association, a luncheon with
former associated in Congress
and attendance at a Columbus
Area Chamber of Commerce dinner last night.
Gilligan said he has no
objections to legislative
committees being closed when
bills are being drafted, but
said he felt hearings and
voting should always be open.
The question of new committee rules in not before the
House Rules Committee and
includes a controversial one
that would permit certain
meeting to be closed.
The House Rules Committee is considering a
constitutional amendment
proposal permitting "private''
conduct of business by the
legislature. Such a provision
is in force by the Senate, but
has never been invoked.
Gilligan
said
open
meetings when marking up a
bill often inhibit discussion.
He said closed sessions under
such circumstances would
provide for "more candid,
more open and more frank
discussion."

Minor Park Golf Course in Kansas City.

The Brothers Of Beta Theta Pi
Invite All Men To A
Rush Party On
Wednesday Jan 13

The committee made
public yesterday a table indicating the degree of
cooperation or lack of it by
college.
The University does not
notify the Selective Service as
to the individual status of the
students.
Any student who wishes to
obtain a 2-S deferment must
apply to the Registrar's Office. The office then sends an
attendance verification to the
Selective Service.
The University provides
only factual information such
as class and academic
standing to the draft board
according
the
Robert
McGeein, assistant registrar.

JEANS
Both Guys And Gals

AVAILABLE IN ALL SIZES

%ht ©en

7:00 to 8:00 p,m.

Syndiy — Thwr*4*r
4:00 H* - 140 AM.

I lLLU\ lo
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■*■■■ ■•■%*
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JANUARY
CLEARANCE

Entire Stock of Wool
Sportswear

25% TO 50% OFF w «««■»>
All sleeveless Vests
Jumpsuits

Pantsuits

25% to 50% off

Blouses -

up to 75% off (as marked)

' dectons

polyster knits, nylon knits

Selected Sleepwear
Delected Lingerie

-

Robes

20% to 50% off

hras. girdles

slips ,

up to 50% off

Cold Weather Accessories Reduced!
Scarf - Hat sets
Gloves, Mittons

25% - 30% off
-

selected styles

up to 50% off

Wool or orlon Dickies - (reg 2.00 - 3.00)
Fur Hots. Mittons

-

You'll Increase Your
Reading Speed On The Spot!
You II see why President'.
Kennedy and Nixon invited
Evelyn Wood to the White
House to te.ich their advis
ors and the Joint Chiefs of
Staff how to read faster

• vyorld Famous Evelyn Wood
Rending Dynamics offers you
a free glimpse of what it's liko
to be able to read and study
much faster .

You'll hear what the faculty
members of one of Americ .is
foremost colleges says about
Evelyn Wood, and watch them
read fast1

• You'll actually be taught how
to read and study faster during
the exciting Speed- Reading
Lesson.

'2 price
Mid is. Goucho skirts

Suede Clothing

in four recent plane hijackings

LESSON
For The 1st Time Ever.

SALE

Security bead blames airlines
WASHINGTON (AP) - The transportation and security
U.S. director of civil aviation Monday.
security says four of the most
He said of the four hijacked
recent airline hijackings planes, "our screening system
occurred when the airlines would easily have identified
failed to make proper use of a each of these hijackers -on the
government
apporved ground- before the aircraft
passenger screening system. took off."
Two of the hijacked planes
Retired Air Force IX. Ger. belonged to National Airlines,
Benjamin 0. Davis spoke to he said. The other planes
the opening session of a three- were owned by United and
day international meeting on Eastern.

enlistment rate.
Tarr discussed the 197}
outlook in a conversation;, ,
following a news conference in „„
which he announced ad- ..,
minslration plans to seek an... .
end to college student-—
deferments this year.
"1
The administration also"
wants to start a uniform.;
national call, allowing the.....
same lottery number to be.....
called everywhere instead of.~,
the present system of-t
geographical quotas.
Attempts to obtain this last
year were postponed by the
chairmen of the House aixt
Senate Armed Services"
Committees.
~"I

NOW

Transportation available behind Kohl Hall

Report reveals
draft problems
Some of the nation's bestknown colleges and universities have failed to cooperate
with local draft boards in
connection with student
deferment problems, a
congressional report showed
yesterday.
While most schools keep
the boards informed of the
changing draft status of
students, some private
colleges have "agreed on a
policy of non-cooperation,"
said Curtis W. Tarr, Selective
Service director.
Tarr testified in July
before a special draft subcommittee of the House Armed Services Committee.

despite expected reductions in the Defense Department
announced a February draft
draft calls.
Selective Service Director call of 17,000, the same as
Curtis W. Tarr said Monday January.
that while fewer might be
Tarr said he does not know
called, the 1971 draft pool, how many draftees the
consisting of men Just turned Defense Department would
19 would be smaller than the request in 1971, but he cited
1970 pool. As the first pool published
reports
that
under the lottery system, the Secretary of Defense Melvin
1970 pool included men from 19 R. Laird estimated the total
would fall between 60,000 and
to 26.
Men in the 1971 pool were 120,000.
assigned their lottery numTarr's guess that local
bers--* different set from boards could meet the 1971
those used in 1970- in a double requirements by inducting
drawing last July that mat- men with numbers up to 195
ched their birthdays with could, therefore, be thrown off
numbers from one to 385.
by changes in Pentagon needs
Shortly after Tarr spoke, or other factors, such as the

reg 4.00 to 12.0

MISC GIFT ITEMS

NOW

NOW

UP

You'll find this Special Free of
fer of increased reading speed
to be an exciting and unusual
experience.

For the first time we .ire offering
a Special Speed- Reading Lesson to
provide you
with a
glimpse of what it's like to be
able to read and study almost
as fast as you can turn pages
nd you'll actually
participate in the techniques
that will improve your reading
and study speed on the spot1

99<

2.00 to 6.00

TO

75% OFF

Cosmetics, Perfumes, Soapf - (closeout)

We want you to decide for your
self the value of becoming a
Speed-Reader,
Evelyn
Wood
style.

Free MINI Lessons!
Last 2 Days
3:00-5:30-8:00 P.M.

30% to 50% off

Jewelry - ear rings, bracelets, rings - 50% to 75% off

Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge
East Wooster and 1-75

The brothers of Alpha Epsilon Pi
invite all interested men to
the AEPi house. Informal!

All Sale Items
Marked In Red!
THE

Powder Puff

Telephone: 255-2221
500

Board

Toledo,

of

Trade

Ohio

43604

Building
%
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Bearcats drop
Falcon tankers

Boston Gardens
of the MAC
By Jack Carle
Sporti Writer
Well folks It's ■ nice place to visit but I wouldn't want to
play basketball there.
Of course fans, we are writing about the multi-million
dollar Convocation Center on the Ohio University campus at
Athens.
It Is hard to believe that a nice new arena could be turned
Into the Boston Garden of Ohio. For those of you who do not
know, the Boston Garden Is the place where lightbulba are
taken out of the sockets and thrown onto the floor usually
aimed at the opposing team or the offlcals but many times
just missing the home team players, also thrown onto the
playing surface but not as dangerous are vegetables of
various types which are thrown on the floor.
At Ohio the only thing tangible thrown on the floor waa a
little rubber basketball (the kind the cheerleaders throw into
the stands) and all It did was disturb Jeff Lesslg enough that
he missed a technical foul shot. All because the offical would
not pick the ball up.
The problems of offlcals Is another matter and will be
considered later.
Many untangible things were thrown on the floor all the
the form of verbal abuse directed at the cheerleaders of both
teams, the offlcals, the schools mascots and players of both
teams as well as both head coaches.
Concerning verbal abuse most of It could not be reprinted
In this space. Before the game coach Conlbear of the Falcons
Indicated that the new Convocation Center would not
"psych" out his BG players after they fell behind early It
seemed all they could hear was the tants of the OU fans.
Besides having to play a hot OU team, the home court
advantage, the fans and the Falcons had to contend with
some bad officatlng at times although you can't blame the
loss on jus t one of these factors but all of them combined plus
the fact the BG played very bad.
So that Is the story In brief of a new basketball arena that
Is fast going downhill because of the Juvenile actions of their
fans.

On dumping
Clarkson

WHO STOLE THE PUCKT Or maybe its
lust torn* extracur icularactivlty on th* ice.
May th* best man spend less time in the sin
bin.

ByJeeBarcklek
Sports Writer

Nawiprtoto by Lorry PulUrton

FALCON GUARD Bob Quayle gets an easy
layup on a breakaway in Saturday's gam*
with th* Ohio University Bobcats. This was

on* of th* Falcons better moments as they
dropped their first MAC gam* of th* season,
100-79.

Volleyball - 'up up and away'
By Denny White
Sports Writer
The volleyball club has
gotten off the ground and next
month will begin confronting
the best collegiate competition
In this part of the country.
Credit this schedule appraisal
to "Coach" Doug Beal, a
graduate assistant In Health
and Physical Education here,
who Is well aware of th*
caliber of teams In the Midwestern Intercollegiate
Volleyball Association.
This time last year, Beal
was a player and captain for
Ohio State, a dominant
member of the MIVA and
eventually one of the superior
teams In the nation. So, call It
influence or call It crazy that
the first home opponent for the
Bowling Green University
"club" will be OSU.
And then there Is the
prestigious Ohio State Invitational tournament, April 2,
where BG will share the
pairing board with Michigan
and Michigan State, Purdue,
Tennessee, Penn State, Toledo
and Army.
Dr. Sam Cooper, chairman
of the HPE department, encouraged Beal to establish the
sport on a club basis, and
Doug plunged eagerly Into his
first coaching opportunity. He
knew then he wanted to play In
the varsity rather than the
dub division of the MIVA, but
first he had to see how many

students were Interested in
playing for the club.
The first meeting attracted
about 75 men, about 50 more
than are still practicing this
which U dose the

number Beal prefers. The
club doesn't have a ball per
man as Beal would like and
they have a heckuva time
finding a satisfactory time
and place to practice, but they

The ageless marvel of the
gridiron, who excelled in a
tough contact sport competing
against athletes half his age,
beat out a glittering array of
stars In assorted'sports In the
year-end poll of sports writers
and broadcasters.

Blanda received 332 votes
compared with 246 for Bobby
Orr, defenseman of the Boston
Bruins hockey team who was
runner-up, and 224 for Johnny
Bench, slugging catcher of the
Cincinnati Reds' baseball
team who was a close third.
Football and basketball
dominated the Top Ten In the
balloting, with baseball
getting two places, hockey one
and boxing one.
Muhammad Ali, the former Casslus Clay, who
launched his ring comeback
with a victory over Jerry
Quarry at Atlanta en route to a
shot at heavyweight champion

Joe Frailer, placed sixth.
Brooks Robinson, whose
ringing bat and gdden fielding
glove at third base carried the
Baltimore Orioles to their
World Series baseball victory
over Cincinnati, was fourth,
foUowed by Willis Reed, ace of
the champion New York
Knickerbockers
basketball
team and All.
Joe Thelsmann, quarterback of the Notre Dame
football team placed seventh,
ahead of Jim Plunkett, the
Stanford University quarterback who won the helsman
Trophy as outstanding college
football player of the year.

PETITIONS AVAILABLE FOR
STUDENT BODY REPRESENTATIVE

N.-.Bl.o.o by F..J lte.gonll.oll

Madar acquired extensive
experience and played before
huge crowds in
Czechoslovakia. Kamienski
was an All-Ohio Falcon soccer
player last Fall and has

N.-Wh.l. by Bill Mclntyr*

JUMPING TO REACH the volley ball? No
lust practicing to strengthen the muscles in

George Blanda named
NEW YORK (AP)-George
Blanda, the 43-year-old greybeard sub quraterback and
kicking specialist of the
Oakland Raiders football
team whose last gasp heroics
gave new hope to the middleaged, has been named Male
Athlete of the Year by The
Associated Press.

are progressing.
Most of the men are
beginners, but two experienced players, Ivan
Madar and Mike Kamienski,
ban been named co-captains.

played volleyball on an
amateur basis.
There are only a few
seniors, but two of them are
BUI Schlenleln and Jonn
Zamadorff, members of the
intramural volleyball
championship team. Some
other promising players are
BUI HopeweU, Larry Benedd,
Rob Ebright, Steve Leader,
Randy Schmidt and Jim
Wolfe.
Preparing for their firmly
established and talented
opponents, Beal plans to hold
practice three or four nights s
week now, and Is always on
the lookout for exceptional
leapers.

Nixon visit
to honor #1
Nebraska team

male athlete of 1970

GOAL. THIS GOAL along with six others
lead the Falcon icers to a surprising 7-4 win
over highly touted Clarkson last Friday.

Weakness In the back stroke and the butterfly stroke
events proved to be disaaterous for the BG swim team
Saturday as they dropped their opening meet to host Cincinnati, 7M0.
Once the meet was over, coach Tom Stubes and bis Falcon
tankers were probably wishing that only free style events
were counted In the meet as It was here that the Falcons
sjarajsjwd moat of their points
Freshmen Skip Snable and Steve Breithupt took Individual first place honors for Bowling Green; Snable winning the 1000 meter free style In 10:H.7 with Breithupt
copping the 50 meter free style in 22.1.
The Falcon 400 meter relay team of Tom Wolff, Dick Ball,
Dave Thomas, and Steve Breithupt also tasted victory,
winning the event in 3:38.0.
Second place finishers for the Falcons were Wayne Rose
In the individual medley, Suable In the S00 meter free style,
Breithupt In the 100 meter free style, Wolff in the 200 meter
free style, and Jim Williams In toe breast stroke.
Despite the loss, coach Stubbs and the squad were not
completely disappointed with the meet's outcome. "We
swam fairly well, considering it was our first meet," said
Stubbs. '"Our freshmen looked real good In spots."
"We held our own In the free style events," Stubbs added,
"but Cincinnati was Just too deep and too solid over all."
So with that opening meet behind them, the Falcon
tankers resume their two-a-day practice sessions. They are
already looking ahead to this weekend's competition at
Kenyon College Friday and with Eastern Kentucky at Ohio
University Saturday for Its la with these meets that that
initial victory can be achieved.

TO
THE
BOARD OF
TRUSTEES

DUE JANUARY 15

the legs so they are prepared when someone
does hit a ball to them.

LINCOLN Neb.
(AP)
President Richard M. Nixon
will visit the University of
Nebraska campus at Lincoln
tomorrow to honor the Cornhusker football team, It was
announced yesterday.
Joseph Soshnik, president
of NU's Lincoln campuses and
outstate activities, made the
announcement and said Nixon
would also address a special
student-faculty
meeting.
Details of the visit. Including the time of Nixon's
arrival and his Itinerary, have
not yet been worked out,
Seshniksald.

ALUABLE COUPON

TACO KID
MEAT BURRITOS
3 For $1.00 No Limit
(With Coupon)
1616 E. Wooster Bowling Green
In Toledo 2330 Losk*y Rd.

3506 Dorr Rd.

2224 Woodville Rd
BKS

BIG
FAT SALE
Wnt Mtn

